We’re Here to Help Support You and Your Family

Personalized, Individual Inventory and Contents
When you’ve experienced a loss, many professionals
are involved in helping you get your life back in order.
Whereas restoration vendors help to identify and repair
those belongings that can be restored, your insurance
carrier has retained Enservio to work with you to
inventory those items that are damaged beyond repair.

Service On Site
Our Service on Site (SOS) specialists are trained and
certified to help you create an inventory of the contents
in your home – with as little or as much involvement as
you would like. The inventory process can be extremely
tedious and complex in a situation that is already
overwhelming and filled with emotion and uncertainty.

We Value Picassos to Power Tools
Our knowledgeable professionals will help you walk
through your property to create a comprehensive
summary of the contents you have lost. From Picassos to
power tools, to your grandmother’s prized antique
cabinet to discontinued items, we do it all. We will then
help you value the items and work with your carrier on
settlement to help you get your valuable belongings back
on a timely basis.
“I am so thankful for the help I received. I had no idea
where to start. My insurance company brought in
professionals… Enservio carefully captured all of my lost
property – they showed great respect for my possessions
and patience.”
-Policyholder, Newington, CT

Getting Started
A certified SOS property specialist is assigned to
your claim.
The SOS specialist works with you to inventory your loss
– room by room, facilitating a complete reconstruction of
your personal property, and expediting the settlement of
your claim.
On certain claims, your SOS professional will take the list
created and help you value each item, determining the
best real-time pricing, as well as the appropriate
replacement outlet.
We will review each step of the process with you to
address any areas of concern and ensure you and your
adjuster have a comprehensive report of our findings.
Your adjuster will be in touch with the final settlement
documents as well as an estimated timeframe for
payments. Be sure not to dispose of any contents until
you’ve heard from your adjuster to complete the claim.
At Enservio, our goal is simple – to help you get your stuff back.
About Enservio:
Founded in 2004, Enservio is the leader in contents claims services,
helping policyholders across the US restore their lives.
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